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INTRODUCTION
It is well known that interaction with the earth's magnetic field may cause obliquely propagated HF radio rays to deviate from the greatcircle path determined by the initial direction of the ray. Under certain ionospheric conditions an obliquely propagated ray may return to earth in a great-circle plane different from, but parallel to, the initial greatcircle plane. This phenomenon can be a source of error in determining the azimuthal bearing from a point of observation to th source of a ray, as in a direction-finding system. A number of invest ,ators have studied this problem with varying degrees of success; most of the limitations on their findings have arisen by virtue of extensive approximations neces-* sary to make the problem amenable to manual computation.
In this report the results of a study of the possible import of lateral deviation caused by the earth's magnetic field will be described.
A fairly sophisticated raytracing technique has been used in a high-speed digital computation routine. It should be pointed out that this study represents only a brief inquiry into the properties and extent of lateral deviation. A particular goal was to obtain a working estimate of the maximum value of deviation obtained in realistic propagation situations.
For this reason, the results depicted herein are only representative examples of lateral deviation, rather than an exhaustive study of the phenomenon.
Perhaps it is best to begin by summarizing some of the earlier work, which by and large gives a good account of the qualitative aspects of the problem, but a somewhat inconsistent picture of the maximum magnitude of bearing errors which one may expect.
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Booker (1949) employed his famous quartic formulation to obtain an analytical expression for the differential lateral displacement of a radio ray. This expression, when integrated over the ray path, could yield a val-ie for the net lateral deviation of the ray. However, Booker did not perform any calculations for this net effect, and observed only that its magnitude would be small except in unusual circumstances. Elghozi (1953) reviewed the work of Al'pert (1948) and extended Booker's analysis to determine the extent of lateral deviation over some specific paths (mostly near-vertical), Millington (1951 Millington ( , 1954 As an example, Gething (1962) Critical frequency, 9 MHz.
270 deg the ray path may be diverted from the great-circle path while the ray is in the ionosphere; but it always returns to the great-circle path upon returning to earth. These properties were observed analytically by Booker (1949) ; and the computations performed by the author of the present study, using the Finney raytracing routine, bear out the pre- 
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Under some conditions, the loci of the ground projections of the ray paths are more distorted than in Fig. 3a , as is indicated in Fig.   3b ; however, the essential features of the situation do not change much.
One comment is in order here-namely, that the deviated rays are near the great-circle path in the region of the path midpoint, except for the case of propagation transverse to the field lines. This means, contrary to the conclusions drawn by some observers, that the deviated ray does not sample a significantly different part of the ionosphere than does an undjviated ray, particularly near the path apex, where ionospheric variability is large and tends to have maximum effect upon ray path parameters. A further factor in interpreting the bearing errors caused by lateral deviation is that the estimates presented in the present report were computed for the two characteristic modes, ordinary and extraordinary.
In general, an antenna (array) will not receive the characteristic polarization. To determine the effects of lateral deviation on the accuracy of azimuthal bearing estimates obtained with a practical receiving array setup, one should employ the estimates for errors for each mode (as in the case presented herein), together with statistical information as to the fading of the ordinary and extraordinary modes. One could then, in principle, obtain a probability distribution of apparent bearing between the two extremes of bearing (ordinary on one side of boresight bearing, and extraordinary on the other). 
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ABSTRACT
As is well known, magnetoionic splitting of obliquely propagated HF radio waves result in deviation of such waves from the great-circle plane between transmitter and receiver.
A computer raytracing routine has been employed at Stanford to investigate the properties and maximum extent of this phenomenon under realistic ionospheric conditions.
It is concluded that for a 1000 km path the difference in azimuthal bearing between the ordinary and extraordinary modes could reach a maximum of 0.5 deg, corresponding to an 0.25 deg variation of either mode from the true bearing. However, in most practical bearing estimation problems, the difference is an order of magnitude smaller than this maximum, and thus is truly small in comparison with other sources of error. 
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